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Introduction
My name is John Clerides and I appear before you today as the spokesperson for
the Independent Wine Retailers of BC (IWRBC). Thank you for permitting me to
make a presentation to you today.
My family has been a dedicated member of the hospitality industry for the past
60 years, first with two family restaurants and now as the owner operator of
Marquis Wine Cellars.
The purpose of this presentation is to provide the committee with a brief history
of the private wine stores, a description of our sector, market overview,
competitive factors and situational analysis facing the independent wine retailers
in the province of British Columbia.
It is IWR’s goal is to demonstrate that we are capable of finding solutions for all
parties by taking a proactive ‘open for business’ approach that will enhance
government, industry, revenue and profitability.

Background
In 1986 a provincial government decision permitted Mission Hill to establish and
operate off-site winery stores for sale of their products.
Upon receiving ministerial approval, The Mark Anthony Group contracted with
individuals through a franchise agreement (e.g. Mark Anthony Wine Marts) to
operate these stores. With the cost of establishing, operating & maintaining these
stores resting with each individual operator.
Store operators were limited to selling Mission Hill, California Cooler and
Okanagan Cider products by way of their franchise agreement. Operators were
given a 23.33% wine shop discount and were expected to contribute 3.33% of
their shop discount (14% of gross discount) back to the franchisor for the purpose
of promotions and advertising. The stores also operated on consignment and they
had to wait 30-45 days after month end for their cheques. It became quickly
apparent that the store models were not profitable.
A Liquor policy review as undertaken in 1987 (The Jansen Commission)
recommended import wines should be made available in licensee retail stores and
private free standing wine shops. The stores were also lobbying for additional
products as this would make their stores profitable.
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The recommendation on import wines was accepted in principle by the
government, but implementation was subject to international trade consideration
related primarily to pending GATT & NAFTA negotiations.
With the pending changes in the allowable product mix, the Ministry of Labour
and Consumer Services determined a more effective wine store model was
required and made policy changes to allow for the appointment of the operators
of existing wine stores as agents under ss. 8 (5) f the Liquor Distribution Act which
came into effect October 1988. The wine stores received a five year agency
appointment.
In September 1987 my father, Andrew Clerides, participated presented in the BC
government’s liquor policy review and presented wine stores position, which saw
the birth of the private wine retailers we know today. At the time, we advocated
for the expansion of the single-producer wine stores to specialty shops selling a
variety of wine. A cornerstone of these new wine stores was the ability to place
special orders to bring in unique products into their stores not available in the
LDB. Additionally, we set out the business case for operating with a 30% discount
for retail counter sales. The government at the time agreed with the business
case and granted that level of discount. This discount became the second
cornerstone of the Independent Wine Store business. A copy of the letter to the
BC government responding to the 1987 policy review is attached to this letter as,
Schedule A.
Using these negotiated terms and conditions to their new license class, the wine
stores set out to build their business by travelling the world to source unique
wines to import into the province and sell in their stores. Over this 30-year period,
the wine stores have invested countless hours and money looking for new wines.
Marquis Wine Cellars alone has invested well over a million dollars and thousands
of hours of time travelling and sourcing new products internationally.
The wine stores also built a market for these wines domestically through events,
dinners, tastings and numerous other marketing efforts. Today many of these
wines are recognized as the very best wines in the world, though at the time they
were often not well known. These efforts were instrumental in growing British
Columbia and Vancouver into the sophisticated wine and hospitality destination it
is today. Please see attached a partial list of wines Marquis Wine Cellars & Liberty
Wine Merchants have introduced to the market, Schedule B.
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Over the past 30 years the wines stores have built a reputation as the premier
wine shop’s in Vancouver among wine loving consumers for boutique, small
production wines. They serve a community of wine lovers across the province
through its store and its e-commerce platform, regularly sponsoring and donating
to variety charity fundraisers, regularly participates and encourages industry
education and community development. The stores have helped raise over 1.5
million dollars for their respective communities. Despite this history and
dedication, today the wine stores business and longevity are at risk.
Negative Impact of the 2014-2015 Liquor Policy Review
In 2015, the government of British Columbia completed its most recent liquor
policy review and implemented significant changes to the regulatory environment
governing the independent wine stores. In particular, the government eliminated
the wine stores 30% discount we negotiated in 1987 and relied on for nearly 30
years, and reduced it to 16%. The impact of this change has been devastating to
the independent wine stores business, resulting in a significant reduction of
profits and a very large increase in prices for consumers. Comparative pricing of two
of Marquis Wine Cellars direct imports; Domaine Guillemot Michel 2012 Vire-Clesse $38.90 (old system), Domaine Guillemot Michel 2014 Vire-Clesse - $54.90 (new system)
Schedule C for comparative increase in prices

The government of the day met with the wine stores and told us that its solution
was to sell its license to a grocery operator and that the government would
permit the Independent Wine Store license class to do so.
This ‘suggestion’ was an insult to the wine stores and its decades of service to the
community. It is not a viable, rational, or fair regulatory change to eliminate a
licensee’s profit margin to encourage them to close their business and sell their
license to a different operator. This new term and condition on the wine stores
license is offensive to the very nature of its business, its very large community of
customers and supporters, and the decades of hard work put into the business by
both the owners and staff.
At the same time, grocery operators were permitted on a provincial level to open
wine stores within the grocery stores and to sell wine on grocery store shelves in
direct competition with small private liquor retailers. These operators were
simply granted this privilege without any history of servicing or dedicating
themselves to the hospitality industry in the way that the independent operators
have.
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The Liquor Distribution Branch (“LDB”) stores were also reformed following the
2014-2015 liquor policy review. Today, retail and wholesale operations are
‘distinct’; however, LDB retail operations function on a gross mark-up of around
20% -25% gross mark up that is simply not sustainable for any liquor retail
business.
We cannot understand how the LDB stores can possibly sustain their profitability
on wine with such a low margin without the aid of the wholesale division markup.
This has created unfair competition and, following the revocation of the wine
stores 30% discount, has made it impossible for the wine stores to compete on
price with the government LDB stores and to turn a profit. This has obviously
undermined the wine stores ability to compete fairly in the marketplace.
LDB CHALLENGES
1. Delivery of Speculative Wines (Third Party Warehouse Stocked Product)
Speculative wines (spec) take 2-3 weeks to arrive. If a spec is not delivered within
two weeks it is ‘timed out’ by the LDB, this means it fall off their back order sheet
and the wine will simply not get delivered. Most often this is due to some type of
labelling or breakage issue. There is no reason why a wine that is a 30 minute
drive away should takes weeks or months to be delivered.
Solution
Keep The product is on back order until it is delivered to the customer.
2. Pricing
Prices have gone up by 30% at the wholesale level and the LDB is not taking full
retail margins. This has pushed the wine stores out of selling popular wines,
unless we want to sell them at a loss, which had brought customers into our
stores, in fact we lost many of them.
Undurraga 2015 Sibaris Carmenere (listed)
$13.01 WS $15.99 LDB hospitality
J.Lohr 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (listed)
$19.53 WS $23.99 LDB hospitality
Jean Bourdy 2013 Cotes de Jura Rouge (spec) $26.57 WS $30.99 LDB hospitality
Terres Dorees 2015 Beaujolais Blanc Fut (spec) $26.28 WS $30.49 LDB hospitality

18.70% GM
18.63% GM
14.26% GM
13.74% GM
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With the cost of operating a store in Vancouver it is virtually impossible to bring wines
of this quality at under $20.00 a bottle. Depending on the state of our dollar, historically
the wine stores would be able to find a wine at 3 Euros ex-cellars and the wine would
hover around $20.00 taxes in. Today that same wine is $25.56 taxes in a 30% increase in
price.

Since the late 1990’s the private wine stores have been dealing with preferential
pricing & lower mark-ups, by the BCLDB on Bordeaux, highly sought after wines
and value wines. In June of 1993, I personally sent a letter to the BCLDB detailing
price discrepancies on Bordeaux futures; 1990 L’Arrosse Marquis Retail $50.90
BCLDB $44.95, 1990 Cos d’ Estrounel Marquis price $62.05 BCLDB $53.90.
Schedule D
It is evident with the new pricing structure the LDB took away the private wine
store discount and placed it in the wholesale mark up.
The wine stores also do not have the luxury of selling spirits, which have higher
margins, beer, which is a volume generator to off set the lower margins on wine
or grocery items.
Solution
Allow the wine stores an additional discount should they remain wine only stores.
Mark-up lowered to reflect the previous ad valorem tax or a lower wholesale
price. The BCLDB stop using their position of dominance to gain market share.
3. Reporting
Historically we paid for a variety of reports which were very useful to monitor
trends etc. One of which was an entire price list of product’s in an Excel format. It
had every single product available in BC; price, stock code and who the agent was.
This proved to be exceedingly useful. When a client called and inquired about a
wine not carried in our stores having this file on hand allowed us to quickly find
out the stock number, call the importer to see if they had any stock and get back
to our client in a timely efficient manner. This was taken away from us by our
regulator, importer and competitor, yet they have access to these reports.
Solution
Reinstate all reports
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4. Streamlining Special Order Process
Special Orders has been the backbone of our member’s stores since their
inception. This allows us to source, discover and bring in wines from small
independent growers and has helped develop the stores into the specialty
destination stores they were intended to be. Marquis Wine Cellars in particular
sources 65% of their wines directly from source.
All orders must be placed through the BCLDB and in most cases the supplier
demands 100% pre-payment. The process from ordering a wine to its arrival in
our shops can take 3-4 months. These ties up an immense amount of cash flow,
one of our members has had up to $400,000 in pre-payment; anything we can do
to streamline the process would be of great benefit. The system works as such
1. We confirm our order with the supplier and pre-pay for the wines via wire
transfer when necessary.
2. We submit our order to Special Order desk at the BCLDB.
3. BCLDB issues the purchase order.
4. The Purchase order is sent to the supplier and our transporter.
5. The Supplier ships the wine to Vancouver.
6. The BCLDB clears the wine through Customs and it is delivered to the
bonded warehouse.
7. We are notified of its arrival at the bonded warehouse
8. We schedule the delivery to the BCLDB warehouse.
9. Wine in received by the BCLDB and is then costed & wholesale price is set.
10.The order is processed and included on our next weekly invoice.
11.Wine is delivered to us.
• It takes roughly 2-3 weeks to get the purchase order (PO) issued.
• Depending on where the wine is being shipped from and time of year
it take 4-8 weeks for the wine to arrive in Vancouver
• Once an order arrives at the BCLDB it takes roughly 2 weeks to get
costed, activate the SKUs, processed and delivered to the store.
Solution:
1. Allow wine stores to issue their own PO
2. Wine stores send PO to the LDB
3. Wine is shipped right away from supplier
4. Wine delivered from bonded warehouse straight to MWC
5. This would eliminate two trucks, multiple handlings, the carbon impact and
time.
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5. Transfer of Inventory
Now that there is one wholesale price for all store models inventory should be
able to be transferred between store models under common ownership. Some of
our members have multiple stores; this would improve customer service and help
move slow moving product form one store to another
Solution
Allow transfer of product between same store ownership.
6. Window to LDB Warehouse
Currently our stores can see their inventory in Hillenbrand’s’ warehouse. Once it
arrives in the government’s warehouse we lose sight of it. Therefore we have no
control over our orders; what is coming, when or how many cases. One of our
stores did not receive an order for 3 weeks and when they did receive their order
they received 11 palates of wine. We used to be able to do this by fax
transmissions 10 years ago.
Solution
We need to be able to see the flow of or our orders, how many cases, the value
and where they are in the pipeline. This would help our cash flow and scheduling.
7. Sale of Wine to Restaurants
Currently, all private liquor retailers are prohibited from selling directly to
restaurants. As outlined above, the independent wines stores business model was
founded on and relies on sourcing unique wines and directly importing them
through the LDB’s special order system. These are wines that are not carried by
the LDB or by liquor import agents. Due to policy all of our wine imports cannot
be sold to restaurants. Over the years wine stores have experienced the negative
trend of having producers that it sourced and imported for years moving from its
store to an import agent because we cannot sell to restaurants. Schedule “B”
Solution
Allow all private stores to sell to wine restaurants.
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8. Special Order’s & Agent of Record
As previously discussed the independent wine stores have been on the forefront
of discovering wine and introducing them to the market. The Special Order
process has been the critical tool used to achieve this
Solution
Continue to allow private wine stores to special order wine, it’s the only thing we
have left. Additionally allow the independent wine stores to be agent of record
status and the ability to sell to restaurants. This will help ensure their long term
business success.
9. Wine Auctions
Currently wine auctions are not allowed In British Columbia.
There are many superb private wine cellars in British Columbia, however, unlike
automobiles, art, antique furniture or another other collectable consumer good
wine cannot be sold at auction. This is a lost revenue opportunity.
In Ontario for example, Waddington’s has been granted permission by the LCBO
to hold online wine auctions with the LCBO taking a small percentage. This has
proved to be massively successful.
While it is against the law to ship wine from province to province, it is not against
the law to ship wine to the United States for sale at auction. I personally know of
two cellars shipped to New York for auction one of which raised approximately
$1.3 million dollars. I also personally know the fellow employed a famous auction
house to source cellars in B.C. which are in turn shipped to the Unites States.
Solution
Review of how to allow auctions legally in British Columbia and to include
allowing private retailers to participate in that market.
10. Educational & Consumer Tastings
Currently the policy is all wines for educational tastings & events must be
purchased from LDB stores. This policy prohibits students and consumer from
learning and tasting benchmark wines, which are more often than not only
available in the private retail channel. This policy also raises the cost of holding
tastings. One educator I spoke to told me the cost of this policy raises their wine
cost by 150%. Additionally consumers are only permitted to sample 75ml of wine
(2.63 ounces total) at in store tastings.
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Solution
Allow educators, importers, and event organizers to purchase wine from all
private stores. Change the sample sizes to help us develop a wine culture in a
responsible manner.
11. Beer & Spirits
There has been tremendous growth in the craft brewery, and spirit business, the
wine stores have not been able to participate in the growth
In a letter dated February 13th 2015, Schedule E the independent wine stores
were granted the right to carry beer and sprits within a 5 year time frame
however, we would have to respect the 1 kilometer rule. Many of our stores have
been in the same location and have served the community for decades; some
have long term leases, and in my case own their own property.
Solution
Keep the current rule in that wine stores can move anywhere in British Columbia
with no proximity restrictions as long as they sell wine only.
Lift the 1 kilometer rule and grandfather the existing wine stores in their current
location to carry beer & spirits since, the wine stores pre-date many of our
competitors and the 1k rule. Should any of the wine stores chose to move and sell
beer and spirits then the 1k rule would then apply.
12. Wine in Grocery Stores
Grocery stores selling wine is a reality, current trade talks with the USA &
European Union there is no question within a short period of time imported wine
and beer grocery will be allowed in grocery stores. This will certainly have a
disastrous consequence if the wine stores are not able to grow their business.
In Australia two stores, Woolworths and Dan Murphy’s have 75% of the retail
wine market. In the UK grocery store giants such as Tesco’s, Sainsbury’s, and Lidl
have a significant part of the wine business. The small independent stores that
remain do so because they specialize and can sell to restaurants.
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On March 2nd 2018 Anthony Gismondi the wine writer for the Vancouver Sun
wrote an interesting article about Save on Foods and their wine program
Prices are more than fair when you consider what the winery price is, and what government
and stand-alone private wine shops are charging. When you add in the available discounts
and weekly specials there are real deals to be had. Buying any six wines will get you a 10
per cent discount, and if you buy a case they will take another $10 off the cost.
Here’s an example of what you could save recently at the Save-On-Foods Marine Drive
store in North Vancouver. C.C. Jentsch The Chase, a good red blend, sells on average for
$20 bottle, or $240 a case, around the province. It’s marked down $3 a bottle until March 5,
and if you buy six or more you get 10 per cent off; if you buy a case you get another $10 off,
making the total price before sales tax $173.49. All taxes in, that’s $16.62 a bottle, or $6.38
cheaper than the regular tax-in price.
The challenge for the moment is Save-On-Foods has only 16 of their more than 100 stores
that sell wine, although in my experience wine drinkers usually have little problem finding
any store that boasts a significant selection.

If the aforementioned information is correct this special essentially equates to
Save on Foods selling the wine at virtually cost.
The independent wine shops do not have the ability to amortize lost margins with
other revenue streams such; listing or end aisle display fees, late delivery charges,
co-op advertising or packaged meals. Additionally Save on Foods does not pay
market rents. Wine is used as a lost leader to fill grocery baskets.
Solution
None we can think of other than allowing wine stores the tools they need to
compete and survive.
13. Split Orders from Bonded Warehouse
Under the current system wine stores are obligated to take their entire pre-paid
special order from the bonded warehouse. This is an impediment in being able to
take a position on large buys of good value wines and monitor cash flow.
Solution
Allow wine stores to draw off product from their direct imports as needed and
also allow direct pick up from the bonded warehouse. This would allow us to
place larger orders with suppliers in order to take advantage of volume buys.
I conclude by thanking you once again for allowing me to present the
independent wine stores position. Should you have any further questions I would
be happy to answer them for you.
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Schedule B
Wines lost to agents
Abreu
Alex Gambal
Andrew Will
Antech
Badenhurst
Baron de Ley
Bond
Borsao
Casa Santos Lima
Castello di Ama
Castello di Ama
Champagne Guy Charlemage
Champagne Nicolas Maillart
Chateau de la Maltroye
Chateau Grillet
Chateau La Nerthe
Chateau Montelena – used
to get a good allocation
through an agent, now have
lost it
Chave
Chevillon
Cline Cellars
Comte Armand
Cristom
DeLille
Dino Illuminati
Domaine Anne Gros - Jean
Paul Tollot
Domaine D’Eugenie
Domaine Janasse
Domaine Wachau
Domaine Weinbach
Doubleback
Finca Allende
Fontodi
Francois Villard
Frogs Leap
Giacomo Fenocchio
Giuseppe Cortese
Grosset
Harlan
Heitz
Hendry

Henschke
Isole e Olena
J. Christopher
Jim Barry
Joel Gott
Kistler
L’Ecole 41
L’Hortus
La Rioja ALta
Lagar de Benzana
Leroy
Luis Felipe Edwards
Martinez Bujanda
Mondavi Reserve – through
the agent but now it all goes
to the board
Neyers
Niepoort
Oliver Bernstein
Orneilla
Ostertag
Paul Autard
Rockford
Roda
Sandrone
Seresin
Silver Oak - used to get a
good allocation, now have
lost it due
Soter
Spottswoode
Staglin
Torbreck
T-Vine
Two Hands
Umani Rochi
Vajra
Vina Mayor
Von Siebenthal
Wirra Wirra
Woodward Canyon

Ken Wright
Soter
Ridge
Hendry
Niepoort
Umani ronchi
Henschke
Torbreck
Alessandria
Montenidoli
Fenocchio
Guiseppe Cortese
Vajra
Fontodi
Harlan
Colgin
Spottswoode
Chave
Zind Hunbrecht
Chateau Grilllet
Dom Degunie
Torbreck
Peter Lehman
Matanzas Creek
Peter Michael
Delille
Xavier Vins
Yves Cuilleron
Zind Humbrecht
LIBERTY WINE MERCHANTS
DRC
Domaine de la Morderee
Zind Humbrecht
Deakin estates
Paco and lolo
Viila Conchi
Bellvue La Foret
Domaine Nuges
Aresti

Woodward Canyon
Andrew will
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Schedule C
Comparative Pricing
Whites
Domaine Guillemot Michel 2012 Vire-Clesse - $38.90 (old system)
Domaine Guillemot Michel 2014 Vire-Clesse - $54.90 (new system)
41.13% increase in price
Palacio de Fefinanes 2012 Albarino - $31.90 (old system)
Palacio de Fefinanes 2016 Albarino - $41.90 (new system)
31.34% increase in price
Lafon 2012 Montrachet - $1499.90 (old system)
Lafon 2014 Montrachet - $1999.90 (new system)
33.33% increase in price
Champagne Jacquesson Cuvee No. 736 - $64.90 (old system)
Champagne Jacquesson Cuvee No. 740 - $99.90 (new system)
53.92% increase in price
Domaine Albert Mann 2010 Riesling Schlossberg Grand Cru - $54.90 (old system)
Domaine Albert Mann 2013 Riesling Schlossberg Grand Cru - $84.90 (new system)
54.64% increase in price
Reds
Abel Mendoza 2009 Rioja Jarrarte - $35.90 (old system)
Abel Mendoza 2014 Rioja Jarrarte - $48.90 (new system)
36.21% increase in pice
Turley 2012 Juvenile Zinfandel - $37.90 (old system)
Turley 2015 Juvenile Zinfandel - $57.90 (new system)
52.77% increase in price
Rockford 2006 Basket Press Shiraz - $84.90 (old system)
Rockford 2012 Basket Press Shiraz - $129.90 (new system)
53.00% increase in price
Vieux Telegraphe 2011 Chateauneuf-du-Pape Rouge - $84.90 (old system)
Vieux Telegraphe 2012 Chateauneuf-du-Pape Rouge $119.90 (new system)
41.22% increase in price
Domaine des Lambrays 2011 Clos de Lambrays Grand Cru - $224.90 (old system)
Domaine des Lambrays 2014 Clos de Lambrays Grand Cru - $371.90 (new system)
65.36% increase in price
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Prior to April 1,2015
Wine Spirits
BCLDB
Private
Liquor Stores
Wine Stores

Beer

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

X

X

After April 1, 2015
Wine

Spirits

Rest
Sales
√

30%
16%
discount discount
X

X

Beer

√

√

Rest Sales 30% 16%

BCLDB
Private Liquor
Stores
Wine Stores

√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√

√

X

X

X

Grocery Stores

√

X

X

X

X
X

X

Wholesale
Pricing
√
X
√
√
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